Operational Excellence Assistant
Hoyer, Hadsten

Do you want to be part of an international company in growth? Are you dedicated and eager to
deliver value to customers in the electric motor business? Then Hoyer is the right place for you!
Hoyer is currently in a stage of rapid growth that demands strong focus on optimization in order
to deliver and enhance value to our customers.
As Operational Excellence Assistant you will join a newly established department engaged in
driving performance improvement across the complete supply chain of the company.
Together with the manager you will work to coordinate the existing project portfolio involving
complex operational problems which have a big impact on the overall business. Simultaneously
you will assist to identify future improvement opportunities related to cost, lead time and risk
reduction. The projects are interdisciplinary and involve all departments in Hoyer Group as well as
external stakeholders in Europe and Asia. Tasks may include the following:
-

Identifying key information and gathering data from ERP as well as other sources
Performing data analysis, creating and updating status reports
Identifying rebuilding opportunities between different product variants, by reviewing technical
specification and demand data
Creating standard operating procedures
Cooperating with and supporting a wide range of teams from sales, warehouse, sourcing, etc.
on project implementation
Tracking and monitoring of selected KPI

Qualifications
-

Logistics / Supply Chain Management education or experience as a part of Operations / Supply
Chain department
Strong analytical skills and ability to make analysis with near management ready quality
Very good MS Excel user
Fluent in spoken and written English
Previous experience with OpEx, Lean Six Sigma or other process improvement initiatives in
trade or manufacturing setting is an added strength but not a requirement

You are reliable, trustworthy and keeping agreements and deadlines is essential to you. You pay
attention that information and data you share is of highest quality and is an honest representation
of reality. You thrive in a dynamic environment and embrace change with a positive attitude. You
have a structured approach, and put emphasis on facts as a base for discussion and decision
making. Lastly you have an interest in gaining considerable product knowledge in a new industry.

You will be part of an international company where swift decision processes and an informal
everyday atmosphere have fostered an agile and dynamic performance culture which has achieved
significant results over the years. You will gain insight into a global electric motor and power
transmission industries. You will grow and expand your expertise in domains of Operational
Excellence and Supply Chain Management and join a team where you can make a difference.
If you have any questions please contact Operational Excellence Specialist Maciej Tabola on
22629945. We look forward to receiving your application and CV. Please submit application written
in English, attach the files as Word or PDF and mark the e-mail “Operational Excellence Assistant”.
Apply as soon as possible via job@hoyermotors.com.

